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ARBEITSVORHABEN

Locomoting into New Niches: Evolution and Adaptations in the
Mammalian Locomotor System
The longevity of species lineages inherently depends upon adapting to changing environments and ecosystems,
making adaptations a cornerstone for understanding biodiversity past and present. Yet how are adaptations
achieved? My research aims to understand this by combining functional anatomy and applied systematics to study
mammal locomotion - two fields not unrelated but at the same time seldom integrated in a comprehensive
manner. Functional anatomy concentrates on how anatomical traits underpin biomechanical function, whereas
applied systematics uncovers how biological traits have diversified individually and alongside each other, combining
phylogenetic relationships among species with models of evolutionary processes. Mammalian locomotor anatomy
presents an ideal system in which to study the evolution of functional traits, as locomotion is a vital aspect of
mammalian biology. As a Fellow, I will investigate whether anatomical diversity in limb size and shape in terrestrial
mammals is associated with functional specializations of limbs for climbing, digging, swimming, and running. I will
use phylogenetic comparative methods - statistical methods incorporating phylogenetic data - to model whether
differing functions constitute actual selective pressures acting on body size, limb mass, and limb length across eight
major mammalian lineages. I also will start examining anatomical diversity within the limb skeleton of the
Mustelidae (e.g., badgers, weasels, otters, and their kin), an ecologically and functionally diverse group of mammals
with a recent origin in geologic time. Working with colleagues at the Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, we will begin
building a dataset on bone external geometry and cross-sectional properties to determine whether anatomical
diversity in the mustlelid limb skeleton is a consequence of conserved vs. shifting ecological niches. By examining
suites of anatomical traits, I hope to elucidate how combinations of traits act to form adaptations.
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